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OVERVIEW

Wonderful family home with 4 bedrooms, a large square
pool and sea views in the exclusive Sant Andreu de
Llavaneres area.

This spacious, Mediterranean-style villa is set on a 2,000 m² flat plot with a large
garden and square swimming pool overlooking the Maresme Coast.

The villa has 4 double bedrooms (all with en-suite bathrooms), and the possibility of
creating 2 more (1 upstairs and 1 downstairs).

The villa was built in 1990 and, with some light renovation work, it could become an
outstanding luxury villa. The property benefits from modern comforts such as
underfloor heating and electric blinds. The main living-dining room is semi-open plan
and separated with a central fireplace. The property offers good sea views towards
Barcelona.

Outside we find a large square pool surrounded by decking, a level garden with lawn,
a fishpond, barbecue area and a 2-car garage and further outdoor parking for 4 more
cars.

Largely spread over one floor, this would make a perfect family home just 30 minutes
from Barcelona and a short drive to the beach and Port Balis marina. It is situated on
a quiet street with no passing traffic. The centre of the village is just 1 km away and
the beach and Port Balis marina are 1.5 km away.

lucasfox.com/go/mrs2454

Sea views, Swimming pool, Garden,
Natural light, High ceilings, Parking,
Utility room, Service entrance, Heating,
Fireplace, Built-in wardrobes, Barbecue,
Balcony, Alarm
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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